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APPENDIX 16
CONSEQUENCES OF CLIMATE CORRUPTION
This document is part of, and intended to be read in conjunction with,
all parts of and appendices to the document entitled CSIROh!
“We do not believe any group of men adequate enough or wise enough to operate
without scrutiny or without criticism. We know that the only way to avoid error is
to detect it, that the only way to detect it is to be free to inquire. We know that in
secrecy error undetected will flourish and subvert.” J Robert Oppenheimer

We face simple choices. When politicians make poor and possibly corrupt policies it’s
our choice to either condone their actions running rampant over Aussies by doing
nothing or instead to hold them accountable for the benefit of all Australians. When
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Environment Minister Tony Burke* declares marine parks after glossing over the
science and economic impacts we need to support Gulf fisheries families such as the
Davies family, Cairns fisherman Bill Izard and marine biologist Walter Starck:
http://www.abc.net.au/iview/#/program/1026533
When
scientist
Jennifer
Marohasy and barrister Josephine Kelly raise real Murray-Darling environmental
issues ignored by the minister we need to support them:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/opinion/tony-burkes-murraydarling-plan-threatens-basin-farmers/story-e6frgd0x-1226536999900
And:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legal-affairs/historic-link-shared-bymurray-darling-basin-and-carbon-tax/story-e6frg97x-1226325273552
And:
http://jennifermarohasy.com/saving-the-murray-darling/
And:
http://jennifermarohasy.com/
* Tony Burke’s full title is Minister for Sustainability, Environment, Water,
Population and Communities. Australia’s history reveals that’s an odd collection of
responsibilities under one minister. It does though mirror the focus of, and initiatives
promoted by, UN Agenda 21. (Appendix 14) Tony Burke’s actions raise the question:
is he working for the people of Australia or for a UN agency?
The CSIRO is corruptly misrepresenting climate science and pushing global
governance. In doing so CSIRO is harming Australians and Australia. Politicians are
our representatives and need to take action to protect all Australians on our behalf.
When our politicians won’t fulfil their primary responsibility isn’t it our responsibility
as citizens of Australia to ensure politicians fulfil their responsibilities to us under
Australia’s governing document: our national constitution?
We first need to understand the issues created by corruption of climate science and
by politicians misrepresenting science to advocate cutting human CO2 production.
My declaration of personal interests was provided in this report’s introduction.
http://www.conscious.com.au/__documents/additional%20material/Personal%20d
eclaration%20of%20interests.pdf
It lists five main aims of my voluntary work on climate as:
- Protect freedom
- Protect the natural environment
- Restore scientific integrity vital for sound, sustainable policy
- Protect the economy and security
- Protect the human spirit by ending unfounded climate fear and guilt while restoring
our connection with Nature
Unfounded climate alarm endangers all five areas.
We’re often told that the largest purchase of our life is a house. The second largest
purchase is a car. Both statements are false. By far the biggest purchase of our lives is
government. Typically in each week Aussies work from Monday to smoko on
Thursday to pay for government taxes, fees, charges, rates, … They consume 68% of
our income. That leaves Thursday afternoon and Friday to pay for our mortgage,
food, clothes, transport, entertainment, holidays, kids’ education, …
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Imagine the lives we could lead by constraining inefficient, wasteful and deceitful
government. Imagine if we could pay for effective government by working one day
each week.
That’s realistic. It would dramatically increase every Australian’s wealth directly.
Additionally, by compounding that increase through huge efficiencies multiplied
throughout our economy and society it would increase every Australian’s wealth
indirectly.
All five aims above would be achieved.
How do you feel about the current biggest purchase of your life, government? Is your
money well spent watching MPs slandering each other, doing backflips and spinning
their way out of problems of their own making? Could you spend your money more
effectively and get more done for Australia?
This appendix is not about a few hundred dollars a year after compensation from the
government during the first year of its CO2 tax. That Deceit Tax is designed to be
increased rapidly in future years with NO compensation. This appendix is about
much more. It’s about thousands of dollars stolen from each family and individual
every year by wasteful, unaccountable government.
It’s about more than thousands of dollars of our money stolen and wasted every year.
It’s about our way of life and basic freedoms. It’s about our lifestyle. It’s about
whether or not our kids will be able to afford a home.
The consistent theme continually emerging is the ever-growing burden on family and
individual taxpayers. This is an economic and regulatory burden. Its cost increases
further by stifling personal enterprise. The solution is low taxation to drive low
government spending. Lower tax restores choice to people on how to spend our
money.
The following partial list of specific issues begins with some of the most obvious
problems being caused by government:
• Unfounded government and federal opposition claims of global warming due
to human CO2 are deceitful. Nature alone determines the level of CO2 in air.
Cutting all human CO2 production cannot reduce CO2 levels. Even if we could
reduce CO2 levels in air, that won’t lower temperatures. If we could affect CO2
levels we’d work to increase them. That would be highly beneficial. See
Appendix 4. Taxing CO2 is like taxing oxygen: every molecule of CO2 needs
two atoms of oxygen. The Deceit Tax is a tax on a key ingredient yet cannot
have any effect on changing CO2 levels. It’s theft based on corruption
deceitfully pushed by our government;
• Economic destruction through an unfounded tax and trading scheme based
on lies and deceit. Higher electricity prices and fuel prices will hurt every area
of Australia’s economy and further erode our international competitiveness in
all industries, especially manufacturing, fisheries and farming. It’s accelerating
Australia’s industrial collapse;
• Kills jobs in industries that came to Australia because of our low energy cost:
http://www.theherald.com.au/news/local/news/business/hundreds-of-jobs-
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to-go-with-closure-of-kurri-smelter/2565786.aspx This is occurring at CO2
prices much lower than those pushed by the Greens and some Labor MP’s;
Taxes and charges erode people’s wealth. Never before in Australia has
government been given an open-ended upward-ratcheting tax. Future
increases will not be offset by compensation. Then families will feel the pain of
a tax that the government admitted is designed to hurt people to change our
behaviour;
Government encouraging exports of clean Australian coal to our competitors
while stifling use of the same coal within Australia. Our manufacturing and
other competitors overseas are given further advantage over Aussie producers.
Listing the products of burning Aussie coal reveals stupidity of cutting CO2:
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/is-coal-dirty.pdf;
CO2 is not pollution. Yet it’s deceitfully claimed to be. After falsely labelling it
as pollution politicians say we can pollute so long as we pay. Then they say that
we can buy credits from international bankers. The international banks win,
again. People lose, again. Plus, we pay income tax along the way as we earn a
living to pay for CO2 credits. Appendix 14 reveals that corrupt national
governance relies on fear, debt and tax. Yet if we don’t do it, governments fine
us or shut us down. Regulations, rules and restrictions;
The CO2 tax is levied using bureaucratic formulae, not actual measurements of
CO2. This opens the possibility of constant manipulation of the tax;
Tony Blair’s socialist British government did preliminary work on a personal
CO2 tax. What formulae would that need? Would fat people pay more or less
tax? Short people? Women? Kids? Pets? Vegetarians? Smokers? Athletes?
Families and individuals carry Australia’s tax burden. Around ninety percent
of large corporations evade paying tax in Australia despite using infrastructure
paid for by taxpayers. They’re bludging off Australian taxpayers: families and
small businesses paying for infrastructure. That’s why families face cost of
living pressures as governments struggle to pay for their ever-expanding waste
and corporations assist little if at all;
Taxation is plunder established to pay interest on loans concocted by banks
out of nothing. To the cost of products add other taxes such as payroll tax.
Then add CO2 Deceit Tax. Then add GST. Wait, are we paying GST on the CO2
tax?
The biggest cost burden on Aussie families is the international bankers’ money
fraud. It costs each of us thousands of dollars every year directly in taxes.
Indirectly it costs each of us thousands more in inefficiencies and lost
opportunity for generating tangible wealth. International bankers create
massive amounts of money out of nothing yet pay no tax on it (Appendix 14);
Yet government now wants to tax us for producing Nature’s trace gas essential
for live on Earth, a gas whose level in air is determined by Nature alone. They
want to tax our livestock for farting. Are our farts next?
Chokes poor nations. Higher costs imposed by CO2 taxes and trading schemes
handicap third world development and slow the ending of poverty, one of the
greatest threats to the environment. That’s inhumane. It’s antihuman;
Canadian environmentalist Lawrence Solomon reveals environmental damage
from CO2 trading. "But Kyoto (CO2 trading) is not an insurance
policy. Just the opposite, it is the single greatest threat today to the
global environment, because it makes carbon into currency.
Carbon is the element upon which all living things are built. With
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carbon a kind of currency—which is what all carbon taxes and
carbon trading and similar schemes do—all ecosystems suddenly
have a commercial value that makes them subject to manipulation
for gain." Add to that the enormous unmeasured humanitarian damage;
As Australians needlessly lose their jobs and as industry continues transferring
overseas, harmless CO2 production moves overseas to less efficient nations.
That is an economic concern. The environmental concern is that those nations
use older technology. That produces an increase in real pollutants such as
nitrous oxides, sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, other toxins and
particulates (smoke). These real pollutants are currently removed in modern,
efficient Australian combustion plants. The Australian government’s actions
hurt Australia’s economy and hurt the global environment;
Distorts industry across Australia due to taxpayer-funded and debt-funded
subsidies;
Massively distorts through unjustifiable and damaging subsidising of
uneconomic wind-power and solar power already destroying regional
economies, wealth and employment. Actions adopting these inefficient and
costly fantasies waste resources, destroy economic wealth and limit personal
enterprise http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/brics-vspigs.pdf
and
http://www.juandemariana.org/pdf/090327-employmentpublic-aid-renewable.pdf and http://www.slideshare.net/JohnDroz/energypresentationkey-presentation
Costly misallocation of resources—including precious water—across society;
Wastes water and resources and diversion of food production to ethanol under
government subsidies. This increases pressure to clear more land for farming;
Threats to lives due to unfounded climate alarm hiding real natural weather
events such as fires, floods and droughts. Research into those events is
sacrificed in favour of grants to investigate CO2’s supposed impact on global
climate;
Corrupting science increases ignorance, one of the greatest environmental
threats (Appendix 14);
Income redistribution from wealthy nations to developing nations. They’re
being bribed with supposed compensation for CO2 falsely claimed to cause
climate change. The UN relies on and buys murderous and/or thuggish
undemocratic dictators’ votes. The bureaucratic, wasteful, dishonest UN seeks
a global tax on CO2. That is to be its independent revenue as part of achieving
its goal of global governance. Appendix 2 (UN IPCC) reveals UN IPCC
corruption and flawed thinking;
Drives CO2 trading schemes enabling greater use of derivatives already
threatening to collapse the global economy;
UN Agenda 21 deepens socialism. Europe’s economic mess is due to socialist
policies worsened by unscientific imposts on CO2 and alternative energies that
are proving to be alternatives to energy. Australia’s economy is threatened;
Corrupts science and politics leading to further dubious and/or corrupt
actions. History shows that when government deliberately or negligently
condones corruption, corruption spreads. When government initiates
corruption it spreads more quickly and without control or limit. Government
corruption drives corruption by vested interests. Consider that federal
Minister for Climate Change and Energy Efficiency Greg Combet
misrepresents climate, energy, efficiency and taxation. He has ties to the union
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movement and his former directorship of a union-owned superannuation fund
now benefitting massively from government subsidies while destroying energy
efficiency and energy security. This raises serious questions. Appendix 12;
Encourages use of mischievous SLAPP lawsuits that abuse the legal system in
an effort to constrain free speech and activities to silence climate sceptics.
Taxpayers sometimes indirectly fund SLAPP lawsuits. These have been used
by those pushing or depending upon unfounded climate alarm;
Enables and encourages massive fraud in European CO2 trading markets;
Pushes government corruption triggering use of government advertising and
media spin in an attempt to hide the truth, massage facts and spin new stories.
Taxpayers pay again. Governments of both major political parties waste
hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars;
Ballooning government debt to be paid by taxpayers and future generations.
Increases debt. Each dollar of taxpayer-funded renewable energy subsidy is
another dollar of loans owed by taxpayers and future taxpayers to
international bankers. It’s driven by attempts to control people:
Government spending and borrowing reveals the core problem is the massive
and ever-growing size and burden of government at the expense of the people,
particularly the poor;
Destroys confidence in government and in the opposition;
Destroys Australia’s national governance. A combination of ignorance,
misinformation, overwork, weakness and apathy among MPs enables
powerbrokers and vested interests to control parliament. They tap faulty
systems driving counterproductive behaviours in political parties and in
parliament to unlawfully steal control over the nation;
Cedes Australia’s sovereignty to international bodies. Already our national
science bodies—the CSIRO and BOM—have ceded authority to their UN IPCC
masters driving content of reports funded by Australian taxpayers;
The Gillard-Brown CO2 trading scheme is locked into the European Union’s
CO2 price. UN Agenda 21 aims to cede control of land and energy to UN
conventions. Australia’s governance and national sovereignty is already being
ceded to UN treaties;
Helps create global control by a small unelected group of financial interests
through undemocratically imposed global governance;
Bypasses Australia’s constitution;
Weakens states’ rights to effectively end the Australian federation. Our
federation is the key to Australia’s sovereignty;
Centralises power in one ever-growing federal government taking control of
Australia while implementing foreign policies not endorsed by Australians or
their parliament and hurting Aussies;
Destroys science. The appeal to authority is revealed by unqualified reliance
on opinions and beliefs of supposed experts and supposed scientific bodies.
It’s pushed by UN bureaucrats and Australian politicians. This has replaced
the appeal to reason and objective scrutiny. The interlocking network of
corrupt bodies is such that when any single organisation is identified as
unscientific, the others are cited and the issue blows over. Science is the victim
and the people pay the price;
Destroys science to end the Age of Enlightenment. Science gave humanity
objective decision-making to replace the rule of the bully and the powerful. As
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science dies, objectivity dies with it. This restores control by bullies, albeit now
using taxpayer funds to control propaganda;
Diverts people’s time, attention, resources and energy onto a non-problem
conjured by a political agenda. This prevents addressing real environmental
and humanitarian challenges. It limits addressing real pollution. It prevents
scientific development and sharing Nature’s blessings with all humanity:
Increases poverty and ignorance as science and objectivity are trashed.
Objective science and freedom are responsible for lifting billions of people out
of poverty. Science driven by free minds gave us our present safety, security,
efficiency, lower and more efficient specific resource use, comfort, longevity,
ease,
entertainment,
information,
connections,
nutrition,
health,
independence from Nature’s variation in crop production, … and many other
things we now take for granted. Yet these were not available to royalty just 150
years ago. The UN, international bankers and Australia’s major political
parties want to reverse one of our most valuable gifts;
The same people through deceitfully hijacking science caused the deaths of
tens of millions of people;
Wars driven and supported by international bankers during the last century
and ongoing antihuman practices pushed by the bankers’ repeatedly stated
aim to cut population have cost hundreds of millions of people their lives.
International bankers made profits by supplying loans and armaments to both
sides during the first and second world wars;
Destroys future security as people become more dependent on government
and as science is trashed;
The international financiers’ money scam is threatening global economic
collapse;
Rampant deceit hides economic misery, threats and serious problems delaying
the lifting of humanity and threatening freedom;
Other nations and states dump CO2 taxes/trading and/or state they will NOT
adopt such schemes and/or continue bypassing their schemes by giving
industry exemptions. Yet Australia has just jumped on the dead-end path;
Destroys personal freedoms through control of energy, resources, finances and
private property using taxes, rules, restrictions and regulations;
Demonises those who disagree with the government’s CO2 taxation agenda or
who work in industries that are Australia’s lifeblood. eg, coal mining,
electricity generation, …
Antihuman policies spread by the UN, NGO’s such as WWF, Australia’s
champagne Greens, elements of both major parties, state and federal school
curricula, university academics, ... These enormously damage the psyche and
spirit of people, especially children. (Antihuman myths and ideology seek
control over people and paint humanity as evil. Yet personal observations in
many nations combined with data from Robert Zubrin and Matt Ridley and
many others triumph over myths and ideology. They provide abundant solid
evidence of humanity as deserving trust and freedom. The data give hope for a
world energised by honesty and by objective science. These are freedom’s
allies;
Everything in our society comes from the ground and to a lesser extent from
the ocean. Everything begins as a mineral or as a crop. Yet, in their attempts to
control resources NGO’s and government demonise mining, farming and
fishing;
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Extreme eco activists have become modern terrorists. They foment fear to sap
the heart and soul, particularly by preying deceptively on school children;
Over-government and government over-control are intruding into and
restricting every aspect of our lives. Many people are being weakened and
made dependent. That can be pleasant in the short-term yet is destructive
longer-term as many of Australia’s indigenous leaders now acknowledge.
Government control kills creativity and diversity. Instead of millions of hearts
and minds thinking freely and building ideas off each other, we come to rely
on the remote bureaucrat choked by his political masters’ fear of making
embarrassing errors. Bureaucrats choke the free trade of ideas in which
people’s ideas build on others’ ideas. Bureaucracies contain no way of
objectively measuring progress and effectiveness of decisions. Such measures
are automatically part of true markets;
How can we trust MPs stealing farmers’ and coastal residents’ property rights
to smash freedom based on unvalidated and unscientific computerised
numerical modelling. Those models contradict empirical scientific evidence
and mirror population control programs discussed in Appendix 14?
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation/federal-wildlifecorridors-plan-heading-in-the-right-direction-20121104-28rz9.html
Science corrupted becomes politics deceitfully wrapped in pseudo-science. It’s
a tool for control over others.

Why are we allowing this insanity? Government deceit has taken advantage of
people’s trust. Appendix 14 reveals government deceit to be driven by international
financial interests seeking global control. It’s about money and their exercising
control over we, the people. It’s extremely damaging to people and to our nation. It’s
designed to end our nation, as Henry Lamb reveals in his succinct and
comprehensive five-part video:
http://shelf3d.com/Search/The%2BRise%2Bof%2BGlobal%2BGovernance%2BPlayL
istIDPLKjJE86mQRtsd2abcjQkgq4uw-H5MLvMa
Three groups exist in society:
1. Government group. This growing group includes MPs and public servants;
2. Beneficiary group. This growing group receives money from government; and,
3. Paying or Productive group. This shrinking group pays for all the programs.
Although governments have claimed to be fairer at redistributing wealth history
shows that central control always destroys wealth creation. Central control kills
wealth and brings poverty because millions of independently creative hearts and
minds are thwarted and replaced by a few bureaucrats often focused fearfully on
maintaining control.
Their ignorance of basic human behaviour and history is astounding. That so many
people could fall for it is even more astounding. That people are awakening is
refreshing.
The issues listed above are inter-related. Few can be solved in isolation.
Fundamentally all are driven or exacerbated by the same source: globalists pushing
global control on behalf of international financial interests pursuing narrow vested
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interests and control. They’re able to do this through complicit deceitful national
government in Australia. The same applies in America. (Appendix 14)
One of the first steps to eliminate greed driving international bankers and their
national and global politicians as agents is to stop protecting their greed with our
silence. We need to expose their greed. Rats and cockroaches do their work in the
dark. When the cupboard door is opened the vermin scamper away. Shine the light
on prominent international bankers’ theft, deceit, genocide, murder and betrayal of
humanity.
Unfounded climate alarm, the banking scam and antihuman ideology and policies are
not the only challenges and opportunities. In speaking across Australia I’ve learned of
other issues including the need to: protect private property rights, restore Australia’s
constitution, end local government’s unlawful taxation, restore freedom of speech,
restore common law, restore individual freedom and rights, investigate what some
refer to as the name fraud, end corruption reportedly existing in some courts, …
Protecting freedom
Understanding motives and identifying beneficiaries reveals destruction of freedom
as the most serious threat we face.
Today, freedom is under attack. Farmers and coastal property owners have lost
freedom. Without paying compensation, government has stolen their private
property rights. The consequent discomfort and suicides among farmers are tragic.
Coastal residents are suffering falls of 40% and more in property values and enduring
great uncertainty. Yet both sides of politics dither and walk away from the obvious
issue: orchestrated corruption of climate ‘science’. The theft of private property rights
is based on corruption that contradicts empirical scientific evidence.
The theft of property rights and loss of freedom was initiated by the federal
government under both political parties. It’s occurring with the complicity of state
and local governments. It’s occurring despite many MPs at national and state
parliaments being sceptical about the supposed climate ‘science’. It’s occurring
despite all federal MPs being advised repeatedly from many sources that sound
empirical scientific evidence contradicts their parties’ position. Federal politicians
have been repeatedly advised of climate science’s massive orchestrated corruption.
(Appendix 12)
National governance has been smashed as politicians abdicate their responsibilities
to voters and to the community, fail to do their due diligence and show lack of
character. Who can the people rely on?
Kevin Rudd, Penny Wong, Julia Gillard, Wayne Swan and Greg Combet enabled the
UN’s massive corruption of climate science. They were assisted by Rob Oakeshott,
Tony Windsor, Malcolm Turnbull and Greg Hunt. All disregard and contradict
comprehensive empirical scientific evidence. All ignore document corruption of
climate science.
In addition to the attack on personal freedom in Australia, our freedom as a
sovereign nation is under attack by UN treaties. Since we, the people, hold the power
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to change our constitution, we are in effect the sovereigns. Yet the people’s
sovereignty is being smashed, supplanted by control under UN bureaucrats and
international treaties bypassing the people’s houses (parliament). They’re
implemented deceitfully using money appropriated by government agencies.
(Appendix 14)
This is undemocratic. It deceitfully breaches the spirit and intent of our constitution.
It’s destroying our nation that had, during its early decades succeeded because of
Aussie inventiveness, resourcefulness, fairness and mateship under arguably the
world’s best constitution.
Aussies punch above our weight in science, sports, war and many human activities.
That is under threat. Instead of enjoying and sharing the fruits of our creativity,
initiative and work, the UN is stealing our labour. The UN is converting us into slaves
for its masters, the global banking interests and their corporations through which
they wield control over citizens.
As our nation sinks more deeply into debt, it enslaves future generations and us. It
enslaves our kids.
State governments have blown billions of dollars building desalination plants after
unfounded scares from academic advocates of cutting human CO2 falsely implied
that Australia’s recent drought would never end. Those academics are funded by
government. Their falsities are spread by the ABC network funded by taxpayers.
Consequences of the 2011 Brisbane floods appear to have been worsened needlessly
by fears of endless drought as the state government tried to maximise water storage
at the expense of flood mitigation at Wivenhoe Dam. The latter was constructed
primarily for flood mitigation following the 1974 Brisbane flood.
Agenda 21 is already being implemented deceitfully in Australia.
Massive improvements to our management of humanity’s impact on the natural
environment have been possible due to the use of high-energy-density fuels
containing carbon. These have dramatically increased resource productivity to reduce
per capita consumption below what it would otherwise have been. Fuels containing
carbon and uranium removed the exploitation of animals such as whales and beasts
of burden. They led to unforeseen gains in economic wealth enabling investment in
scientific research, the arts and studies of society.
Already under the new regime of supposedly renewable energy policies economies
are being smashed around the developed world from Spain to California. Australians
are already seeing rapidly rising energy costs due to unscientific and unfounded
renewable energy targets and the unfounded Deceit Tax on CO2.
Job losses in Spain have led to unemployment of 28% as industry flees to other
nations.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/spain-unemployment-rate-shoots-torecord-high-26/story-e6frg6so-122656122934
Australian job losses continue
mounting as a result of UN treaties such as the Lima Declaration underway for
almost 40 years and destroying our manufacturing base, agriculture and fishing. This
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is now being worsened by regulations restricting usage of energy and by renewable
energy burdens and the CO2 tax.
“UN IPCC Chairman Dr. Rajendra Pachauri illustrates the insanity of the position
advocated by Maurice Strong. Quoting Dennis Ambler on Dr. Pachauri: “He was
effectively saying that the West should de-industrialise and let developing nations
industrialise in the interest of solving poverty. This has also been a long stated aim
of his friend and colleague on many boards and institutions, Maurice Strong.”
http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/pachauri_and_t
he_ipcc_no_fossil_fool.pdf
Their plan for bringing developing nations out of poverty is to plunge developed
nations into poverty. That is not only antihuman, it contradicts history. Development
is not a zero-sum game. Instead, the more wealth that’s generated, the more there is
to share.
Australia’s industrial base is being smashed. Ownership of the little that remains is
being rapidly transferred overseas as international corporations enjoy the benefits
and efficiencies from bludging off Australian families and small businesses paying for
infrastructure. International owners avoid paying their share of taxation while using
our infrastructure and the products of our education and health systems. Local
companies pay taxes not paid by their international competitors operating within
Australia.
What remains of Australia’s industrial base is being distorted by a new CO2 tax that
dishonestly contradicts science to skew future investment in vital sectors like
electricity generation. It’s designed to be increased hugely and quickly in future as an
upward-ratcheting, open-ended tax. It holds us hostage to unreliable and highly
variable output from renewable energy.
Our nation has an enormous competitive advantage in world markets: productive and
committed people combined with low cost, reliable, environmentally responsible and
easily accessible electricity produced by our abundance of clean coal. Yet our
economic base is being destroyed. What remains of it is being economically jolted,
skewed and distorted.
As John MacRae said: “They’re asking us to live off the crumbs of a rich man’s table.
We once owned the table and the loaf. (Australia being the table, money the loaf).”
As Australians needlessly lose their jobs and as industry transfers overseas, harmless
CO2 production moves overseas to less efficient nations. That’s an economic concern.
The environmental concern is that those nations use older technology. That produces
an increase in real pollutants such as nitrous oxides, sulphur dioxide, carbon
monoxide, other toxins and particulates (smoke). These real pollutants are currently
removed in modern, efficient Australian combustion plants. The Australian
government’s actions hurt Australia’s economy and hurt the global environment.
Australian costs are rising as government imposes enormous costs on our own fuels
yet enthusiastically encourages their export to our competitors.
A tax based on corruption and contradictions produces multiple inconsistencies.
After the CO2 tax was imposed the Brisbane City Council (BCC) advised that rates
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would rise. Unlike many other major cities in Australia and worldwide Brisbane’s
metropolitan area is in one city council. Although Sydney has around three times
Brisbane’s population, Sydneysiders live across many separate councils. Each is far
smaller than the BCC.
The federal government arbitrarily determined Australia’s top 500 CO2 producers
would pay the tax. Actually they really decreed that the top 500 producers would pass
the tax on to their customers and ratepayers. Unlike Sydney councils where the NSW
government runs buses, trains and ferries, BCC runs buses and ferries. It conducts
waste disposal over one of the world’s largest council areas.
None of Sydney’s many small councils is among Australia’s top 500 CO2 producers.
BCC is among the top 500. Sydney residents are not be hit by the CO2 tax in their
rates. Brisbane residents are hit by the CO2 tax. Residents in both cities use the same
services yet residents of only one are hit by the tax. Is this constitutional? Is it fair? Is
it sound? No. The federal government’s action is unfounded. It’s deceitful. Its
consequences are painful.
Economic consequences and insanity are further discussed here:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/economics_hypocrisy.php
Corruption of climate science is seriously eroding confidence in science. The ecoextremists frequently wrap ideology in pseudo-science. That’s tarnishing confidence
in science and in policy claimed to be based on science. Serious questions are being
raised about supposed science underpinning the Murray-Darling Basin plan.
The fishing industry is being devastated directly and indirectly through needless
restrictions and costly impositions and regulations contradicting empirical scientific
evidence. Farmers face imposition of needless and avoidable costs.
Objective science freed humanity from the ravages, blight and misery of the Dark
Ages. Now we are experiencing a return to the Dark Ages as pseudo-science is
combined with spin and propaganda to replace the jack-boot and rifle as means of
control and indoctrination. The consequences of returning to rule by bullies with the
loudest voices, intimidation and deceit are loss of freedom and destruction of
objectivity, integrity and fairness.
Another casualty is the genuine environmental movement, one of Earth’s most
important movements. By linking unfounded and unscientific climate alarm with the
environmental movement, the latter is being tarnished as non-government
organisations such as Greenpeace and WWF and the Australian Greens are exposed
for their corruption of the environmental movement.
Funding for real environmental and humanitarian challenges is being diverted to
falsely concocted climate alarm.
People care about the environment. That care is inherent because we arose within,
and remain part of, the natural environment. The greatest human threats to the
environment are not greed or lack of care among the masses. The greatest threats are
war, poverty and ignorance. (Appendix 14)
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War. No Environmental Impact Statement is produced before war is declared. War is
the result of efforts to control others. It is often a magnification of ego and/or of fear.
Respected American former congressman Ron Paul reveals that every major war
since formation of America’s privately owned Federal Reserve Bank in 1913 has been
caused by its owners—the international bankers.
Poverty. People trapped in poverty scrounging their next meal lack the resources,
time and knowledge to make the environment a priority.
Ignorance. Humans care. Once most people become aware of a serious threat to the
environment we respond by changing our ways individually and collectively as a
society or nation.
The UN and international bankers have a proven record of causing and/or
exacerbating war. They perpetuate poverty and dependency by spreading failed
socialism. It thwarts initiative as individual ideas are suppressed by bureaucratic
edicts. Socialism has failed. It erodes responsibility and kills property rights. Stealing
the rewards of initiative stifles initiative.
Aided by international bankers, The UN has a record of suppressing and corrupting
science for ideological ends. That suppresses development of new knowledge and
destroys existing knowledge. From 1972 through 2006 its policy toward DDT killed
more than 40 million people. That places deaths due to UN policies knowingly
contradicting empirical scientific evidence in the league of the world’s worst massmurderers: Hitler, Stalin and Mao.
As explained previously and in other appendices, the UN and international bankers
are the single greatest threat to the global environment. As they seek to develop a new
currency in CO2 credits trading on thin air it condemns their goal of global control.
Their strategy involving antihuman and antienvironment actions is darkened by their
deceit toward all peoples of Earth.
Unfounded fear and needless guilt are being spread by eco-extremists. They base
their falsities on Malthusian doctrine and ideology contradicting facts and
observations. They infect our children, politicians and many adults with debilitating
fear and cancerous guilt. They destroy the confidence of Australia’s future leaders.
They wreck children’s future security for one purpose: control.
Our education system is being used to push ideology that contradicts human nature
and scientific reality. Rockefeller made changes in education during the 19th century
to dumb-down people, increase their dependency and malleability and instil
subservience to authority. (Appendix 14)
Typically teachers enter teaching because they care. Typically bank tellers enter
banking to serve fellow citizens and earn a living. Neither group is aware of the major
international bankers and their enslavement of taxpayers by government debt.
Just as bank staff are not aware of the damage done by international bankers, many
teachers are not aware of damage to themselves by bureaucratic systems that stifle
development of improved and more satisfying education processes and systems.
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To illustrate the benefit of freedom, compare stagnation in East Germany since
World War II with progress in West Germany. Both nations shared the rich Germanic
tradition of hard work combined with technical prowess and industrial strength. Yet
for 40 years, East Germany managed only to produce the pitiful, dirty Trabant car at
great expense and low availability. At the same time West Germans produced BMWs,
Mercedes, Porsches, Audis, VWs and Opels.
The West Germans did so despite controls and limits imposed by international
bankers. They did so because personal freedom was alive in West Germany. The
bureaucrats were prevented from total control.
If education was freed from the shackles of bureaucratic control and teachers’ union
control it would tap the creativity and initiative of all in the education industry.
Imagine the dramatic improvements. Education could be lifted from Trabant-like to
Mercedes-like. Teachers would have greater satisfaction and likely enjoy higher
salaries and greater recognition from caring for our planet’s future citizens and
leaders.
Australia is being converted to the rule of the bully wielding the statute book
imposing rules, regulations and restrictions and wielding taxpayer funded spin. Our
lifestyle is severely threatened. Progress is being thwarted. Efficiency is being
reversed.
This is not reform. It’s dishonest, irresponsible bullying by deceitful politicians
abetted by weak politicians. National governance has been lost to party powerbrokers
who are being transformed into puppets of UN bureaucrats, treaties and
international bankers.
Instead of using our technology and Aussie inventiveness to assist in lifting the thirdworld, Australia is rapidly being converted into a third world nation. The badge of our
developed status—the middle class—is being smashed.
We are ceding national sovereignty. We are ceding our future to control freaks hiding
behind deceitful false agendas, pseudo-science and corruption wrapped in eco-speak.
The UN has a record of antihuman and at times barbaric and genocidal behaviour.
Australia deserves better.
Yet as science graduate and journalist Jo Nova says, quote: “The incentives are so
skewed in favour of finding crises, that the IPCC could produce predictions that
were outrageously wrong (where the actual temperatures for two decades fell
below their lowest baseline) and western governments would still say “we’re
convinced in the IPCC’s ability to predict global Armageddon”. (How do I know? It
happened already.)”
Insanity fuelled by deceit is rife in Australia’s government. Our governance—under
government and opposition—is impotent or possibly wilfully negligent in being led by
a small group of powerbrokers. We citizens have handed our power and given our
faith to massive government intruding into every aspect of our lives. It’s lying to us as
it smashes our future and cedes our sovereignty.
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We are responsible for allowing that demise. Correction requires first that we take
responsibility and secondly that we take action to recover our country and protect our
way of life, restore science, protect our natural environment, protect our economic
security, protect our children, protect our future, restore our integrity, protect our
freedom.
Taxation is plunder established to pay interest on loans concocted by banks out of
nothing. We need to cut government by cutting taxation dramatically to end
government waste and, more significantly, end government’s massive inefficient
distortions in every aspect of our lives. All Australians would benefit from vastly
increased national and personal wealth.
That a group of socialists trying to control humanity globally considers it a worthy
goal to impoverish people by destroying creativity and freedom reveals the depth of
their ignorance, inhumanity and/or callous disregard for human life.
Freedom is the key to creativity, initiative and responsible productive action.
Freedom is the key to exchange of ideas and thereby building upon other people’s
ideas to develop a better world for all.
We need to restore the opportunity to freely share and implement ideas. We need to
restore Australia’s proud heritage so that Australian resourcefulness and fairness
create our wealthier and cleaner future.
On a personal matter, note that Jo Nova operates her website and blog herself
without government funding and relying on donations and savings. Like me and my
wife and family it has cost Jo Nova and her family thousands of dollars and sacrifice
to family plus hundreds of thousands of dollars of foregone income.
Government is stealing money from taxpayers to justify stealing more money from
taxpayers via CO2 taxing and trading. Yet taxpayers/citizens like Jo Nova and
hundreds of other people are scouring government propaganda to restore scientific
integrity. As the government deceitfully steals our money we work voluntarily for free
and at great cost because we believe in integrity.
Consider the waste as taxpayers and scientists are distracted from productive
pursuits to improve Australia’s efficiency and international competitiveness. Instead
we work on restoring governance and integrity. This is a massive cost of modern
western government as party politics and media capture and hold entire countries
hostage to deceit.
One advantage is that government deceit is building awareness and responsibility in
the citizenry and voters.
Both Australia’s main political parties need to summon the courage to admit their
error and to start serving the people.
That so many citizens are awakening and voluntarily working on exposing climate
corruption is encouraging and gratifying. It gives hope for ending unfounded climate
alarm and corruption and for restoring our country’s security and our future.
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We can achieve that by first identifying the three main issues:
• Climate corruption is huge and threatens humanity, our country and us;
• International bankers drive and control their money fraud hijacking our
country and causing widespread pain globally;
• Corruption of human consciousness with unfounded fear and guilt is toxic.
The bankers are not satisfied with gouging us. They want complete control
globally over our lives via methods that are antihuman, antienvironment and
antiNature.
Australians need to stop being trusting sheep. Instead, let’s restore Australia to riding
on the backs of four-legged sheep. Our primary producers—farmers, fishers, miners—
and our manufacturers are among the world’s best. We can restore Australia—
together.
“A nation of sheep will beget a government of wolves.”
Edward R. Murrow
“The punishment which the wise suffer who refuse to take part in the government, is
to live under the government of worse men.”
Plato:
"Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope
and confidence."
Helen Keller

BEAT DECEIT
STOP INSANITY - RESTORE HUMANITY
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Links to a variety of articles
$158m for Dept of CC lease:
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/million-lease-for-a-climate-office-abbottwill-abolish/story-e6freuy9-1226540694431
Energy policy: From science or lobbyists?
http://www.slideshare.net/JohnDroz/energy-presentationkey-presentation
Wind farm damage to health:
http://waubrafoundation.com.au/
Wind farm unfounded:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/features/modern-don-quixote-tilts-at-windturbines/story-e6frg6z6-1226544737304
Renewable energy waste:
http://www.angelnexus.com/o/web/41985?r=1
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/energy-smart/energy-savings-pushextended-to-lowincome-families-20121217-2bip6.html
http://sphotos-e.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-akash3/c0.0.403.403/p403x403/522746_382412715182764_682368349_n.jpg
As shown in Appendix 12 and elsewhere, Greg Hunt’s position on global warming is
untenable. That has not stopped him though from analysing scrapped ALP programs.
Such immense governmental waste and confusion is expected when policy is based
on perceived popularity and/or ideology rather than scientific facts:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/climate-change-policymade-on-the-run-greg-hunt/story-e6frg6xf-1226498135598
And:
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/j
ust_talking_about_the_weather/
Tony Fitzgerald has come to the same conclusion that governance has let us down:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/the-body-politic-is-rotten/storye6frg6zo-1226532286572
Terry McCrann, Defining our National Insanity:
http://m.theaustralian.com.au/business/opinion/defining-our-nationalinsanit/story-e6frg9k6-1226462738868
Energy costs:
http://www.thegwpf.org/green-energy-policy-threatening-europes-industrial-base/
RET no help to industry:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/ret-blowout-no-help-toindustry/story-e6frg6xf-1226520744152
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Green guilt finally starts to lift off the shoulders of Australians and our leaders.
Science and economics must decide the decisions of our country, not lobbyists,
progressive activists and rent seekers.
Wind power:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/growth-of-wind-teststolerance-threshold/story-e6frg6xf-1226519950143
From the Wall Street Journal:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204349404578099360759535602
.html?mod=googlenews_wsj
Title: After Sandy, No One Lined Up for Wind Turbines
The greens want to go 'beyond oil,' but without it we'd freeze in the dark.
Quote: “Assume the hospital needs one megawatt of emergency electricitygeneration capacity. Lives are at stake. It needs power immediately. That capability
could easily be provided by a single, trailer-mounted diesel generator, which would
occupy a small corner of the hospital's garage (and be safely removed from any
flooding threat). By contrast, providing that much wind-generation capacity would
require about 5.6 million square feet of land—an area of nearly 100 football fields.
And all of that assumes that the land is available, the wind is blowing, and there are
enough transmission lines to carry those wind-generated electrons from the
countryside into Lower Manhattan. This year, some 222 million engines will be
manufactured around the world, according to Dennis Huibregtse of Power Systems
Research. Those engines will power everything from hedge trimmers to
supertankers, water pumps to generators. Every one of them will run on refined oil
products. Sandy left millions of East Coast residents in the cold and dark. If any of
them have been demanding "green" energy, I haven't heard about it. In the storm's
aftermath, the most hopeful sound of recovery is the joyous racket that comes from
an internal-combustion engine burning fossil fuels.”
Fishing in Gulf:
First segment
http://www.abc.net.au/iview/#/view/1026533
Pew Group spreads climate falsities. It’s funded by major foundations pushing global
governance on behalf of international bankers. It’s aligned with Al Gore’s unfounded
climate claims. It behaves as an advocacy group camouflaged falsely as science-based.
They ignore real-world empirical data and ignore practical people who know and
understand the area and the issues. Did they void the science? Did they do a proper
cost-benefit analysis?
Wildlife corridors driven by federal funding:
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation/federal-wildlife-corridors-planheading-in-the-right-direction-20121104-28rz9.html
Wind & solar worse than coal:
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/wind-solar-coal.pdf
Bird deaths and no fines:
http://blnnews.com/2012/10/09/liberal-minds/
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Water bills to soar to pay for desalination plant:
http://www.theage.com.au/victoria/water-bills-to-soar-to-pay-for-desal-plant20121101-28nc3.html
Wind and solar costs out by factor of five despite all major German institutes being in
previous agreement.
http://www.thegwpf.org/lies-damn-lies-and-green-statistics/
Wind and solar investments:
http://tallbloke.wordpress.com/2012/10/24/mike-haseler-the-importance-of-supranational-institutions-for-nurturing-paradigm-shifts-in-scientific-development/
Note graph on renewable energy stock prices. Quote: “In an uncertain world of
climate predictions, one prediction is certain: the Kyoto commitment will end on the
31st December 2012 and with it the icon of global political consensus to act on
climate change. This is a serious threat to future funding of everyone doing climate
research. It is notable that not one speaker mentioned this “elephant”, particularly
when some speakers still framed their climate research as being part of this global
political consensus to act on climate change.”
President Obama’s many subsidised failures:
http://blog.heritage.org/2012/10/18/president-obamas-taxpayer-backed-greenenergy-failures/
Investigations into stimulus wrongdoings:
http://www.washingtonguardian.com/stimulating-investigation
And:
http://www.americanthinker.com/2012/10/more_green_energy_follies.html
Land grab continues:
http://www.newswithviews.com/DeWeese/tom223.htm
Climate alarm is withering:
http://www.climatedepot.com/a/18105/Climate-RIP-as-political-issue-First-timeclimate-ignored-in-debates-since-1984-ndash-Obama-in-climate-denial-ndash-HasGores-Life-Been-in-Vain--Climate-Depots-round-upGutter politics:
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/opinion/politics/abuse-is-treasurers-stock-intrade-20121007-2776r.html
Errors galore:
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/t
he_carbon_tax_did_this_really/
Carbon Dioxide trading flopping:
http://hotair.com/archives/2012/08/06/big-carbon/
A recent Oxfam report states that every 50 billion dollars diverted onto climate
alarm, will kill 4.5 million children. Although Oxfam does not understand climate
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because it relies on politically driven climate policies, hopefully Oxfam does
understand the disastrous consequences on child mortality of diverting resources.
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressrelease/2009-09-16/beyond-aidclimate-debt
UK sidestepping climate change targets:
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/business/industries/utilities/article3565406.ece
RPG, Wong’s green jobs:
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/
wongs_green_jobs_blowing_in_the_wind/
Coalification:
http://opinion.financialpost.com/2012/10/10/terence-corcoran-global%C2%ADcoalification/
Quote: “Why try to curb coal power when Europe and Asia are massively
expanding?”
Politicisation of science:
http://www.scientificexploration.org/journal/jse_19_2_deming.pdf
Coal driving India. With UN IPCC Chairman Rajendra Pachauri’s blessing:
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=india-has-big-plans-for-burningcoal
It’s about taxing & redistributing wealth. The real intent is to provide a UN tax base
for global governance.
Yallourn:
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/carbon-tax/valley-left-to-themarkets-mercy/story-fndttws1-1226465954139
and
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/carbon-tax/labor-backflip-ondirty-power-angers-greens/story-fndttws1-1226465996823
and
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/opinion/carbon-compo-forbrown-coal-a-bigger-waste-than-ber-and-pink-batts/story-e6frgd0x-1226465058691
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/08/renewable-energy-is-a-257-billion-dollarindustry-that-makes-only-3-of-our-electricity/
And:
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/06/how-green-is-your-bankster-bank-of-americaspends-50-billion-to-save-the-world/
And:
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/06/global-carbon-market-hits-176-billion-in-2011/
American polls are clear: no CO2 taxes:
http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/no_energy_taxe
s.pdf
Meanwhile, a parliamentary estimates committee heard the $10 billion Clean Energy
Finance Corporation could lose hundreds of millions of dollars. The corporation, to
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be funded by the carbon tax, has a failure margin of 7.5 per cent.
http://www.news.com.au/national-old/professor-tim-flannerys-climate-fix-is-nowlike-pulling-teeth/story-e6frfkvr-1226370604306
or:
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/national/professor-tim-flannerys-climatefix-is-now-like-pulling-teeth/story-e6freuzr-1226370604306
Wind power:
http://windpowerfacts.info/
Greens smashing Australia
http://www.newsweekly.com.au/article.php?id=5302
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2190351/Second-Tory-key-climatechange-role-bid-build-giant-North-Sea-windfarm.html#ixzz24H4N1bdA
CSIRO advocacy carries a heavy financial, social and emotional cost. The consequent
waste of resources disrespects the environment.
http://www.news.com.au/great-walls-to-stem-rising-seas/story-e6freon61225885878659?from=publicrss
Fraud in CO2 ‘markets’:
http://opinion.financialpost.com/2010/12/05/lawrence-solomon-the-7-billioncarbon-scam/
Loose ‘rules’?
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/31193
And:
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/t
he_great_global_warming_scam_just_got_worse/
Articles on Fraud in the EU Carbon Trade:
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/08/business/energyenvironment/08green.html?_r=2
More Carbon Fraud in Australia, Belgium and Norway:
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/01/07/australia-belgium-find-morecases-of-carbon-fraud/
ETS Schemes riven with fraud:
http://briefingroom.typepad.com/the_briefing_room/2009/12/ets-schemes-rivenwith-fraud-breaking-news.html
Germany investigates carbon fraud:
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/1800801/german-carbon-fraudinvestigation-moves-uk
Carbon fraudsters arrested in UK:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/7659747/Tax-officersarrest-22-in-UK-carbon-fraud-probe.html
Carbon Capture & Burial – How to Blow $150M:
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/queenslands-coal-project-turns-todust/story-e6frf7l6-1225973323935
CCS – The Carbon Cemeteries are already full:
http://carbon-sense.com/2010/05/10/carbon-capture-2/
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AndPrices crash for Emission Permits in Trading Scheme, Spanish solar fraud,
Rogue Trader recycles Carbon Credits, …
German electricity grid instability causing losses and increased risk to industry and
employment:
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/instability-in-power-grid-comes-athigh-cost-for-german-industry-a-850419.html
Barclays closes its CO2 trading desk:
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/01/carbon-ship-sinking-barclays-bank-closes-itscarbon-desk/
Maldives airports:
http://www.maldivestourismupdate.com/2009/07/11-new-airports-to-beconstructed-in.html
Queensland ALP government borrowings:
http://www.revenuereview.com.au/qld-govt-borrowings.html
Consequences:
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/
here_comes_labors_warmists_ripe_for_scamming/
Biofuels drought:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-19206199
http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/mirandadevine/index.php/dailytelegraph/
comments/we_must_weed_out_the_councils_gone_wild_green/#.UBR3rO8aCf4.
mailto
How can any ordinary person expect fairness or equity from government when the
pollies are far too busy lining their own pockets? How can we expect them to be
careful with government borrowings, debt or taxes when they cannot see beyond their
own pockets?
http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/black-loans-burnt-boats-and-fast-cars-2012080723sgr.html
http://www.quadrant.org.au/blogs/qed/2012/07/climate-change-where-you-dleast-expect-it
Marc Morano podcast:
http://podcasts.mrn.com.au.s3.amazonaws.com/alanjones/20120530-ajmorano.mp3
Carbon ‘trading’ collapsed in USA, collapsing in Europe.
http://thegwpf.org/international-news/5784-its-all-over-eu-carbon-tradingqplunges-to-practically-zeroq.html
http://www.thesolutionsjournal.com/node/1006
"Managing desert fire for greenhouse gas offsets: What do we know? What do we
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need to know? – Dr Jocelyn Davies" (CSIRO)
So, by starting a fire (releasing “greenhouse gases”) someone is credited with
“greenhouse” offsets because they’re preventing future fires?
Internationally:
http://johnosullivan.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/quo-vadis-climate-change/
German wind, solar & growing coal
http://www.themoralliberal.com/2012/08/28/germanys-new-renewable-energypolicy/
Monckton on mitigation cost: benefit.
http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/co2_mitigation.
pdf
and:
http://sppiblog.org/news/is-co2-mitigation-cost-effective
Monckton on total cost:
http://sppiblog.org/news/the-6-quadrillion-cost-of-the-climate-scam#more-8397
Grants:
http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/sample_grants.p
df
Wind farms: Alan Jones, "wind farms the greatest scam of our age"
http://www.2gb.com/index2.php?option=com_newsmanager&task=view&id=12922
Gove refinery:
http://m.theaustralian.com.au/business/mining-energy/new-government-to-pipegas-to-gove-to-save-rio-refinery/story-e6frg9df-1226472959003
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